Partition Restore with Resizing Using TI Rescue CD
Acronis True Image Home
(version 9-10-11)
by Grover Hatcher
with much appreciated input
from MudCrab (Paul Purviance) & BrianK

Partition Restore with Resizing is particularly applicable when replacing an existing
disk with one having a larger capacity disk or changing its partition size(s) within an
existing disk. The purpose of this pdf is to illustrate how to resize partitions during
a partition restore procedure. Your computer setup may not match this example but
following its basic procedures should give you the best chance for success.
Best results are obtained when performing these procedures when booted from the
TI Rescue CD. Many disk restores do not produce the desired results when
performed from within Windows. Using the TI Rescue CD for this procedure
improves the success rate.
This guide is divided into the following sections.
1.

Role of assigning drive names prior to backup creation
Prevent a drive letter confusion.

2.

Role of the Windows Disk Management Display (DM)
What you don’t know can prevent a successful disk replacement.

3.

Partition or Disk to Restore Screen (PDRS)
Change the partition display sort order to achieve success.

4.

Role of Size & Position screens
How to adjust partition sizes.

5.

Type of backup image need for disk replacement
Critical difference between a disk backup versus a partition backup.

6.

Special notice to owners of some Dell Computers
Check if your Dell computer has these characteristics.

7.

An overview from previous forum threads
Applicable to some older versions of True Image Home.

8.

Special hard drive upgrade procedures for early builds of version 8 & 9

9.

Drive preparations before restoring
Special steps to help insure a successful restore.

10.

Exceptions/Clarifications & Practices to avoid

11.

Sample illustrations for this guide (3 partition restore)

12.

Additional examples of restoring a 1 or 2 partition disk
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Section 1: Assign unique drive names
One safety precaution is to assign unique drive names to each partition so its identity can be
confirmed by its unique name-- not its drive letter. This name assignment should be part of everyday
usage but completed prior to the creation of any backups or cloning/restores. The True Image
Rescue CD determines drive letters based on Linux and the drive letters displayed may differ from
what is assigned by Windows–particularly when viewed from within the Rescue CD. Using drive
letters for partition identification can mislead you into choosing the wrong partition when booted
using the Rescue CD.
It can also be very helpful to know the hard drive manufacturer name and/or model number or
partition sizes prior to beginning this procedure. Since the user must select both the source and
destination drives during the restoration process, it is critical that the correct drive and partitions
be selected so as to prevent a data disaster. Sometimes, the model number is the only identifier
although drive capacity is often included in the model number. This disk identification information
can usually be found printed on the packaging or the drive. If drive is mounted, identification can
be found in the Device Manager under “disk drive” device listings. Sample image SA-8A on page
14 is an example of how the disk drives information might be displayed.

Section 2: Windows Disk Management Display
It is very important that the user be aware of the existence of all partitions that exist on their
computer–especially their system disk. The user needs to know how many partitions; which one
is the active partition and are the partitions primary or logical; their sizes and their sequence. The
graphical view of the Disk Management (DM) feature can best display this information.
There are multiple ways to open the Disk Management program depending upon your version of
Windows and its view options. Program located at
%windir%\system32\diskmgmt.msc
An easy method to open the program is to paste
SEARCH windows.

DISKMGMT.MSC

into the RUN or

If you want to have a access this program on a more frequent basis, you may want to open the
program using a shortcut as illustrated via sample image on page 14. If others access your computer,
I would suggest that you move the shortcut off the desktop into another folder or sub-menu so its
access is less noticeable or a little more secure.
The DM program can provide a graphical display of all disks and their partitions (both hidden or
diagnostic) that exist on the computer. This graphical display will illustrate whether multiple
partitions exist and whether any are manufacturer recovery partitions. Please take the time to
acquaint yourself with your disk specifications. Write it down or print a copy. What you don’t
know can cause you to make the wrong choices!
When restoring a backup image archive to a new disk, it is important that the partition be restored
in the same physical order as on the original drive. Physical order and drive letter order may differ.
The Disk Management graphical view displays the physical order/ partition sequence for your drive.
The first partition shown may or may not be drive C. Whatever is displayed in Windows Disk
Management graphical view as your first partition should be the first partition restored when you
reach the “Partition or Disk to Restore” screen–as illustrated in Section 3.
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The 3 images below illustrate actual examples of how the system drive might appear inside the
Windows Disk Management graphical view. Drive C is not the first partition on any of these
specific examples. The “Partition or Disk to Restore Screen” (PDSR) default view of these same
illustrations can be deceiving because the default view does not always display the partitions in true
partition sequence. These examples serve to illustrate the absolute need to re-sort the PDSR so its
display matches the same sequence as shown in the DM graphical view. Examples next.
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Section 3: Partition or Disk to Restore Screen (PDSR)
A “disk” option backup is one which includes all partitions (both hidden & diagnostic) which exist
on that disk. When restoring a “disk” option backup, about the third screen in, a “Partition or Disk
to Restore” screen is displayed. This screen provides a listing of the partitions which exist within
the backup archive file. Unfortunately, how this information is displayed in its default view can
cause grief for many users. Although it should, the default view does not always display
partition 1 as being the first partition. If the user accepts this display and restores the
partitions in the wrong sequence, the restore may not produce a bootable system.
This screen does provide Sort Icons which enables the user to control how the information is
displayed. This sort option enables the user to sort/display the partitions sequentially. For some users,
this resorting is not necessary but for others, this resorting is critical for a successful restore.
A method of removing this uncertainty is for all users to resort their display into the sequential
listing of all their partitions. This next screen shows an example of how this screen can deceive
the user into restoring the partitions in the wrong order.

How do we know the above display is not displaying the correct sequence? One way is to use the
graphical view of the Windows Disk Management display to view the correct partition sequence.
Note how the display below proves the above display wrong. When restoring to a new blank drive,
the first partition restored should be partition 1 as shown below rather than drive C (partition 2) as
shown above. Resorting the display will correct this display view to match the Disk Management
view.
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After resorting (illustrated below) by the user, partition sequence now matches the Disk
Management display. The partitions are now displayed below in true sequential order.

The instructions in this guide indicate that MBR & Track 0 should be restored. This is normal for
most situations when the restore is duplicating another drive onto a new or larger drive. Should you
be restoring the backup to the original disk, restoring MBR and Track 0 should not cause any
problems.
For those users wanting or needing a little more information about MBR, the following
additional information is offered.
The instructions in this guide indicate that MBR & Track 0 should be restored. This is
normal for most situations when the restore is duplicating another drive onto a new or larger
drive.
In order for the new drive to boot properly, restoring the MBR & Track 0 to the new drive
may be required in the following situations:
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a) The disk uses a non-standard MBR.
b) The computer contains an option of booting into a recovery partition on the disk.
c) The MBR on the disk is known to be missing or corrupt.

Should you be restoring the backup to the original disk or to a different disk with a matching
partition configuration, restoring the MBR is usually not necessary. Keep in mind that, in most
cases, restoring the MBR & Track 0 should not cause any problems.
Remember, this is a discussion about restoring a “disk” option backup to a new disk. If partitions
have been omitted from the backup, not all partitions will be displayed on this PDSR screen..
Or, if simply restoring a single partition backup over an the same pre-existing partition (not covered
by this guide), this re-sorting is not necessary.
Additional examples of the “Partition or Disk to Restore Screen” default view can be found at in
section 13 beginning on page 31 where resorting is required for a successful restore & boot-up.

Section 4: Size & Position Screen
The "Size & Position" screen plays a very important role. It enables the user to adjust the partition
sizes when restoring from a backup. Once you understand how this resize function works, it is easy
to apply your preferred sizes. These principles apply both when replacing a new disk and when
changing sizes on an existing disk.
The basic format for this screen is to create the partitions in the same physical sequence as the
original disk. This partition sequence is displayed by the graphical view of the Windows Disk
Management screen. The procedure is to determine how many partitions you want and the size of
each then apply the sizing format (shown next) to EACH partition.
"Unallocated or free space before" = always zero. ( partitions created in sequential order)
"Partition size"
= user determined size for that single specific partition.
"Unallocated or free space after" = space needed for all (if any) upcoming partitions.

Changing the partition sizes on an existing disk cannot be done "on the fly" but it is certainly can be
accomplished by deleting some or all existing partitions first and starting a "Partition Restore with
Resize" restoration via a full or partially unallocated disk. The"Size & Partition" screen controls
how much space is allocated to each partition.
When referring to the Size & Position screens (illustrated below & by images 11-10;11-16 & 11-22),
remember that the objective is to allocate the space that is needed for the specific partition being
resized and to leave as much unallocated space after the newly resized partition as will be needed
by any remaining partitions. There are two ways of customizing a partition’s size and position:
With mouse: By dragging the partition or its borders with a mouse. If the cursor turns to
two vertical lines with left and right arrows, it is pointed at the partition
border and you can drag it to enlarge or reduce the partition size. If the cursor
turns to four arrows, it is pointed at the partition, so you can move it to the
left or right (if there is unallocated space near it).
Manually:

By entering corresponding values into the appropriate fields . (Unallocated
space before, Partition Size, unallocated space after)
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You can practice with the sizes of your new partitions as you do several practice restores, but it will
probably be beneficial to have some idea of the sizes you want for your new partitions.
One example might be: Your old drive is 80GB and you have a new 500GB drive. Your first
partition is a small 58MB FAT16 diagnostic partition (you want to keep it the same size - no resize).
Your second partition is your Windows C: partition which is 44GB (you want the new C: partition
to be 100GB). Your third partition is your 30GB Data partition (you want it to use all the remaining
space on the new drive). Usually, the unallocated space is zero before each partition and zero after
the last partition. This is illustrated in the next sample image.

The size information above is the sizes after user has made adjustments.
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Section 5: Disk Backup Image = Foundation for Disk Replacement

Note: When a disk needs replacement, the type of backup that offers the most
possibilities for restoration/replacement is the “disk” backup which is illustrated here.
This backup type includes a backup of all partitions within the single disk. For best
chance of success, source disk should be in boot position while the backup image
is being created.
Once you have a “disk” backup, you can then restore/overlay any of the single
partitions; or restore all the partitions so the entire disk can be replaced. Conversely,
if your backup is a “partition” type (not all partitions selected), it becomes difficult and
cumbersome to create a replacement disk because of the missing partitions. This is
why a “disk” type backup is recommended. Your disk-partition arrangement is
illustrated within Windows Disk Management.
When restoring a “partition” type backup image to a new disk, if you restore only the
Windows partition from a drive that had multiple partitions (recovery, diagnostic, etc),
Windows may not boot properly. Therefore, the best bet to return to a working state
is to restore all partitions on the disk. If the new disk has more capacity than the old
disk, use the “disk” type backup for the restore but use the “Partition restore with
resize” method to restore the individual partitions.
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Section 6: Special notice to owners of some Dell Computers!
(by) Brian K of NSW, AUSTRALIA
If you have a Dell laptop with MediaDirect then read this section.
Dell laptops with Vista OS have a different MediaDirect and aren't affected by the following
problem. The theory is here(1). Take special note of the first paragraph: "HPA Problems When
Upgrading Hard Disk"
Here are two simple ways to prevent the truncation problem based upon the above theory.
1.

If you plan to upgrade to a larger HD by restoring an image then
don't tick "Restore MBR and Track 0" during the restore process.

2.

If you plan on cloning your old HD to a new larger HD then the older HD needs some
preparation before the cloning process. Changing the Dell MBR to a generic MBR
is enough to prevent the truncation problem.....
Download this .ISO file from here(2) ....and burn it (as an image, not as data) to a
CD. I use ImgBurn but if you use Nero, it's Recorder, Burn image.
Boot to the CD. You will see "Press any key to rewrite MBR". Press a key and you
will be instructed to "Press ENTER to reboot" so press ENTER and remove the CD.
Your computer will still boot to WinXP as usual.
Now you can perform the clone using standard choices.

If you have already cloned (before reading this guide) and have a truncated new HD then visit the
forum for help.
People should generally know if they have MediaDirect as there is a special button to boot the
software. For those not sure if they do have a HPA (before using the above procedures) then
download dsrfix.zip from here(3)...
Unzip dsrfix.zip and burn dsrfixcd.iso to a CD (burn as an image, similar to mbrautowrite_en.iso).
Boot to the CD and at the A: prompt, type dsrfix and press ENTER. You will see a screen similar
to the graphic in the "Understanding the Dsrfix Report" section of the above web page.
Note in the graphic that "48-bit user secs" are NOT equal to "48-bit max secs". This means a HPA
is present. If your secs are equal you don't have a HPA and don't need to use the above two
procedures.
Brian K
here(1)=

http://www.goodells.net/dellrestore/hpa-issues.htm

here(2)=

http://www.acronis.com/files/support/mbrautowrite_en.iso

here(3)=

http://www.goodells.net/dellrestore/fixes.htm

(Thanks to Brian K for this information about designated Dell computers.)
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Section 7: Overview
This is a brief overview of what has been previously posted in the forum.
This guide uses the same procedures but illustrates the steps in greater detail.
Partition Restore with Resizing
Excerpt from a posting by Menorcaman
“Assuming you are using True Image 9.0 Home Build 3567 or higher, you can resize the
partitions during a restore. Unfortunately, it's not quite as intuitive as it could be:
1.

When you get to the screen (Partition or Disk to Resize) asking which
partition or whole hard drive you want to restore make sure you only
tick the checkbox adjacent to a Partition rather than the Disk Number.

2.

Later in the restore process you will be able to drag the partition size slider
to the size you want.

3.

When you are then asked whether you want to restore another partition or
hard drive, select "Yes, I want to restore another partition or hard drive". You
can then select another partition (if the original hard drive contained more
than one) and resize that if required.

4.

Repeat step #3 for all partitions in the image, finishing off by ticking the
MBR & Track 0 checkbox.

5.

When done, commit the combined restore via the "Proceed" button. You
should then end up with a bootable system drive where the partition(s) fills
all the available space on the new drive.

Sounds a bit long winded I know but it's really just a case of selecting the individual
partition(s), resizing it/them accordingly and then finally including the MBR & Track 0
before committing the restore.
Menorcaman"
http://www.wilderssecurity.com/showpost.php?p=769388&postcount=5
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Section 8
Version 8 & early builds of Version 9

Special Hard Drive Upgrade Procedures for True Image
Excerpt from a posting by Menorcaman
TI 9 (builds prior to 3567) and TI 8 does allow you to resize the partitions during a "Restore" but
it's not as intuitive as we might think. Therefore, if upgrading to a larger, unpartitioned and
unformatted, main system drive then you will need to do the following:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Ensure you create a "whole disk" image of the original system drive by ticking the top
checkbox adjacent to the Disk Number (usually Disk 1) in the Create Backup Wizard.
This allows TI to copy the MBR into the image file.
(Note: procedure illustrated in “Beginner’s Guide to creating a basic full disk archive” pdf)
Swap out the old drive for the new and boot from the Acronis bootable rescue CD.
Restore the "whole disk" image to the new larger hard drive by again ticking the checkbox
adjacent to Disk 1. As you have found out, the new drive is bootable because the MBR was
restored to the new disk but it leaves you with unallocated space equal to the difference
between the old and new drives.
(Note, procedure illustrated in “Beginner’s Guide to restoring a basic full disk archive pdf)
Now, to correct the un-allocated space, you can do one of two things:
a. Boot from the rescue CD and carry out another restore but this time only tick the
checkbox next to the C: partition. You will find that you can now drag the size slider to
change the size of the partition. If you have more than one partition and also want to increase
the size of that then TI will ask whether you wish to restore another partition later in the
process. Choose "Yes" or "No" accordingly as illustrated in samples.
or
b. Boot from the rescue CD and use the Manage Acronis Secure Zone Wizard to create a
Secure Zone (SZ) in the unallocated space (use all the space available) but do not accept the
default option to also activate the Startup Recovery Manager. Once the SZ has been created
use the Manage Acronis Secure Zone Wizard to "Remove" the SZ and return the disk space
to your chosen partition (note that I said to the chosen "partition" not "disk").
Menorcaman
http://www.wilderssecurity.com/showthread.php?t=123867#4

Guides Link Location
“Beginner’s Guide to creating a basic full disk archive”
“Beginner’s Guide to restoring a basic full disk archive”
http://www.wilderssecurity.com/showthread.php?t=168165
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Section 9: Drive Preparation Before Restoring
1.

Create a backup image of the Entire Disk (all partitions) before you begin the procedure.
Sample image SA-8 on page 8 is an illustration of a Disk Image being selected for a backup
creation. Validate it when booted from the TI CD to make sure it’s good (not corrupted).
Simulate a backup & restore (image P1, page 13) to test whether TI can see all your drives
correctly (including the backup image location) when booted from the Rescue CD.

2.

After the disk image is created, remove the original drive from the computer and put it in
a safe place. This will allow an easy return to a working state if anything in the procedure
should go wrong and require that you begin again.

3.

For dual / multi boot users considering a disk upgrade, post your configuration details on
the forum and seek their guidance prior to performing a disk upgrade.

4.

The disk containing the backup archive set can be another internal or external or network
disk. Pre-partitioning or pre-formatting of the target drive is not usually necessary. True
Image will perform that task based on your selection of options.

5.

Attach new hard drive in the same identical position as original. Use same motherboard
connector. If IDE drive, attach in same position on ribbon cable; the new larger drive will
require an 80 wire ribbon. If your ribbon cable is the older 40 wire style it will need to be
replaced before starting.
Jumper the new drive to have the same relationship as old drive.
....that is, if old drive has jumpers set
as Master, then new drive must be jumpered as master*
as Slave, then new drive must be jumpered as slave
as Cable Select, then new drive must be jumpered as Cable Select
as SATA, use same motherboard SATA connector
*Some drives have a “Master with Slave” and a “Master without Slave”setting.
The “Master” setting needs to be correct, but may not be the “exact” same setting.

6.

Once you click on the Proceed button, True Image will write to the new drive. When
restoration has completed, remove the CD.
Remove the power if a duplicate drive needs to be removed before rebooting; otherwise,
either reboot or reset the computer. Reminder, two drives containing Windows should not
be attached on first boot following restoration.

7.

Boot the system normally into Windows. It will then report it has found new hardware (new
hard drive) and needs to reboot. After first successful boot, the original can optionally be
reconnected in a new position.
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8.

Disk receiving the restore:
With TI it shouldn't matter if the new HD is partitioned or unallocated space, the restore
should work. However, if you want to play it safe, delete any pre-existing partitions on
the new hard drive. There has been reported instances of pre-used drives still containing
previous partition information causing restore failures. Be safe. Delete the old partitions
before beginning the restore function.
If using the TI “Add disk” function to delete the old partitions and create “unallocated
space”, be sure and uncheck the “create new partition in unallocated space” option when you
reach the “New Partition” screen. You are not wanting to create a new partition–you are
wanting to delete those that already exist. Caution: Be careful. Don’t choose the wrong
disk for partition deletion.
Guide=How To Delete Disk Partitions Using TrueImage Home
http://www.wilderssecurity.com/showthread.php?t=213446

Section 10: Exception & Clarification
This guide is geared toward restoring a three partition disk backup to a larger capacity disk.
However, if your disk only contains one or two partitions, this guide can still help. All the material
illustrated is still applicable except the content will differ on the “Size & Position” screen. Please
refer to Section 13 for specific examples of settings recommended for a one or two partition
restoration.
As you progress through the various restore screens, each screen contains a header of instructions
on the action required by the user for that particular screen. An Acronis “help” icon is located in
lower left corner of each TrueImage Screen.

Practices to avoid
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

performing actions which prohibit returning to a safe state (original not protected)
no original disk backup
original wiped during a clone
having a dual-booting/ multi-booting configuration but not aware of setup details
merging Windows into another partition
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A Device Manager view of disk identification.
Descriptions used in some screens of TrueImage Home.

Examples of Disk Sizes
Advertised size versus space available for use.

Examples used in section 11
for restoring to a new larger disk using
Partition Restore with Resize procedures.
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Section 11
Guide Restoring & Resizing Procedure Illustrations
(3 partition disk)
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Change default display sort sequence.
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When you arrive at the Restored Partition Size screen above, the values on your screen
should be those illustrated on the "before adjustments" column. You must change your
values to match those shown in the "after adjustments" column.
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Note: If restoring a single partition disk, bypass this screen
and proceed to image 11-24 on page 27.
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Note: If restoring a two partition disk, bypass this screen
and proceed to image 11-24 on page 27.
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Summary of the actions that will occur after the Proceed option is selected.

Recommendation:

Do not click the proceed button until after you have made several practice
runs so you feel comfortable with your selections.
A few minutes spent performing simulations can help to provide a better
understanding of the correct choices and may prevent troublesome errors.
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Once you click on the Proceed button, True Image will write to the new drive and
complete the restore.

After the operation has completed successfully, remove the CD.
Important:
Windows should not see both the new and old drives on first boot following a backup
restoration or cloning. Disconnect one or the other before first boot otherwise, your
system may not boot properly.
Remove the power if a duplicate drive needs to be removed before rebooting; otherwise,
either reboot or reset the computer.
Boot the system normally into Windows. It will then report it has found new hardware (new
hard drive) and needs to reboot. After first successful boot, the original can optionally be
reconnected in a new position.
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Section 13: Additional examples
Example 1: Restoring a One Partition Disk

When restoring a one partition disk to a new larger disk, your “Size & Position” screen should
look like the image below.
Adjust the ”Size & Position” screen so there is no unallocated space either before or after the
partition. This will allocate all unallocated disk space to the single partition. Pressing NEXT,
the program should take you to the position as indicated by screen sample.
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Example 2A: Restoring two partition disk to larger disk
Important: When restoring a two partition disk using the Partition Restore with Resize
procedures, the partitions should be placed on the new drive in the same physical order as on the
old drive. In other words, when restoring is completed, a Disk Management display should show
the same partition sequence when viewing either the original or the newly restored disk. This
adherence to correct partition sequence restoration will determine whether the restore will
successfully boot into Windows. A diagnostic or recovery partition should not be
resized/expanded.

Note-2A:

If your Disk Management Screen looks like this.......
The Recovery partition is first and should be restored first.
The System partition is last and should be restored last.

Should the Disk Management graphical display not be available, the “Backup Archive
Selection” screen can provide an alternate view of the correct partition sequence
–providing the original backup was created with the disk option checked. A disk
option backup includes all partitions–both hidden & diagnostic. This example shows
Partition 1 as the Recovery partition and it is this partition which must be restored first
when restoring to a new blank disk.
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Partition or Disk to Restore Screen
Default View
Partitions may not be displayed in sequential order.
Resort on Start & End Sectors to determine correct partition restore sequence.

Same display has been resorted on the Start & End Sectors
so partitions are displayed in sequential order.
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Custom Resizing of 2 partition disk.
Partition 1 = Recovery
Partition 2 = System
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Example 2B: Restoring Another Two Partition Disk
In this example, the partition sequence differ from the example in 2A..
The first partition is the System and should be restored first.
The Recovery partition is last and should be restored last.
A diagnostic or recovery partition should not be resized.

Should the Disk Management graphical display not be available, the “Backup Archive
Selection” screen can provide an alternate view of the correct partition sequence
–providing the original backup was created with the disk option checked. A disk
option backup includes all partitions–both hidden & diagnostic. This example shows
Partition 1 is the System partition and it is this partition which must be restored first.
The Recovery partition is last & should be restored last.
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Partition or Disk to Restore Screen
Default View
Partitions may not be displayed in sequential order.
Resort on Start & End Sectors to determine correct partition restore sequence.

Same display has been resorted on the Start & End Sectors
so partitions displayed in sequential order.
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Custom Resizing of a 2 partition disk.
Partition 1 = System
Partition 2 = Recovery
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Coming soon!
My guide on cloning

“Manual Cloning Using TI Rescue CD”
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